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Reviewed by Matthew B. Brown

Of Your Own Selves Shall Men Arise
On 20 April 1974 members of the Mormon History Association gathered in Nauvoo. Illinois. to hear Reed C. Durham Jr.
deliver a paper entitled "Is There No Help for the Widow's
Son1" In this lecture Dr. Durham. the association's president at
the time, agreed with the anti-Mormon allegation that Joseph
Smith plagiarized ritual elements from Freemasonry I and used
them to create the endowment ceremony for the Nauvoo Temple.
The anti-Mormon community was overjoyed at this presentation,
while Dr. Durham's LDS colleagues were stunned and called his
faith and good sense into question. Dr. Durham felt that perhaps
his lecture had been misunderstood. so he sent a candid letter to
each of the meeting's participants attempting to clarify his position on this issue. His memorandum is insightful because it outlines how an otherwise carefu l scholar carne to accept a very
problematic point of view. From his letter we learn that (I) Dr.
Durham had spent only a few months in researching his subject.
(2) he was "not skillful" in handling his material, and (3) he was
not sufficiently "erud ite" in the matter. 2
Freemasonry is a fratemal organization that conveys its ideas through
[he use of drama. allegory. and symbolism. A general overview of the Masonic
institution can be found in Mircea Eliade, ed., The Encyclopedia of Religion
(New York : Macmillan, 1987), 5:416-18; a more historical treatment is provided in John Hamill, The Craft: A HislOry of English Freemasonry (Wellingborough, England: Crucible, 1986).
2 ''To Whom It May Concern," signed by Reed C. Durham Jr., no date,
one page. copy in reviewer's possession. Erudilion is defined as "knowledge
acquired by study or research," in Random House Websfu 's Dicfionary, 1996 ed. ,
221.
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For a long time it seemed that the Reed Durham incidenl was
just a singu lar aberration by a sincere researcher who was trying to
understand one of the puzzles of the past. Bul in recent years a
number of publications have sprung up on the fringe s of Mormonism that champion the very same anti-Mormon theory abandoned by Dr. Durham. 3 The Mysteries of Godliness. by David
John Buerger, is just one of the latest attempts by the "folk of the

fr inge" to discredit the message of the restoration by questioning
the divine authenticity of Latter-day Saint temple rites. 4
The subtitle of Buerger's book declares that it is "A History
of Mormon Temple Worship," and a quick glance at the table of

contents seems to justify such a claim. But one only has to read
the author's preface in order to see that he has a rather large ax to
gri nd. He has been offended by "enthusiastic apologists" who
3 See, for example, Allen D. Roberts. "Where Are the All-Seeing Eyes?"
Suns/one (May/June 1979): 22-37; Armand L. Mauss. "Cu[ture. Charisma, and
Change: ReOections on Mormon Temple Worship." Dia/ogue 2014 (1987):
77-83; Scott Abbott. review of Mormonism's Temple of Doom. by William J .
Schnoebelen and James R. Spencer. Dialogue 2212 (1989): 151-53; Margaret
and Paul Toscano, Strangers in Paradox: Explora/ions in Mormon Theology
(Salt Lake City; Signature Books. 1990).279,287; Keith E, Norman. "A Kinder.
Gentler Mormonism: Moving Beyond the Violence of Our Past." Suns lone
(August [990): 10--14; George D. Smith Jr.. review of Evolution of Ihe Mormon
Temple Ceremony: /920-1990. by Jerald and Sandra Tanner. Suns/one (June
1991): 56; George D. Smith lr.. cd .. An Intimale Chronicle: The Journals of
William Clayton (Salt Lake City: Signature Books in association with Smith
Research Associates. 1991). xxxvii-xxxviii; Robert N. Hullinger, Joseph
Smith's Response to Skepticism (Salt Lake City: Signature Books. 1992),
99- 120: Sterling M. McMurrin. review of Encyclopedia of Mormonism, cd .
Daniel H. Ludlow, Dialogue 2612 (1993): 210; Michael W. Homer, "'Similarity
of Priesthood in Masonry' : The Relationship between Freemasonry and Mormonism," Dialogue 27/3 (1994): 1-113; Lance S. Owens, "Joseph Smith and
Kabbalah: The Occult Connection," Dialogue 27/3 (1994): 166-73; Michael T.
Griffith. A Ready Reply: Answering Challenging Queslion s about Ihe Gospel
(Bountiful. Utah: Horizon, 1994), 13-2 [; Edward H. Ashment. "The illS Temple
Ceremony: HiSlorical Origins and Religious Value," Dialogue 27/3 (1994):
289-98; Gregory A. Prince, Power from on High: The Developmem of Mormon
Priesthood (Salt Lake City: Signature Books, 1995). 146-48.
4
As a prelude to The Mysleries of Godliness, David Bucrger presented a
paper entitled '"'The Evolution of the Mormon Endowment Ceremony" at the Salt
Lake City SunstOne Symposium in August 1986. An expanded version of thi s
talk was subsequently published as David 1. Buerger, '1lle Development of the
Mormon Temple Endowment Ceremony," Dialogue 2014 ( 1987): 33-76.
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have, in his opinion, made "exaggerated claims about the temple
and its origins" (p. viii). He has therefore taken it upon himself to
correct these unnamed enthusiasts by "providing a history of the
endowment, its origins and development" (p. ix).
It is not until chapter 3, however, that Buerger reveals that his
position on temple "origins" is the same as that long held by
anti-Mormons. Buerger seems to realize that he is going to have a
difficult time converting the LDS populace to this particular point
of view. In an attempt to make his argument sound more credible,
he reassures readers that his book will employ a "balance of
scholarly objectivity, reverence for the sacred, regard for the sensibilities of others, and adequate documentation" (p. viii).5 This
review will compare these promises with the actual content of the
book.

Regard for the Sensibilities of Others
Buerger correctly notes in his preface that "some readers may
feel that any discussion of [temple] ceremonies is inappropriate
given their sacred nature [and also because] certain aspects of the
ritual are guarded by vows of secrecy" (p. viii). Even though he
acknowledges that "those who enter the temple agree to treat the
ceremony with respect" (p. vii) and claims that he does not want
to "offend readers," he has nevertheless decided that his own personal "understanding about what is appropriate" will simply
override these barriers (p. viii). He also believes that in order to
successfully convert others to his point of view he must engage in
the "unavoidable" task of discussing the temple ordinances in
specific detail (p. viii). I will venture to say that most Latter-day
Saints will be greatly offended by The Mysteries of Godliness, and
they will feel that the author has little or no regard for their sensibilities. My personal feeling was that David Buerger was openly

5
Other reviewers of Buerger's book have noted that even though it contains valuable primary source material, it falls far short of its proclaimed intentions. They also warn that "those who desire to understand the spiritual aspects
of temple worship and the impact of temple ceremonies on individual Latter-day
Saints" will find this book disappoinling. Danel W. Bachman and Kenneth W.
Godfrey, review of Th~ My$t~rie$ of Godline$$, by Buerger, BYU Studies 3612
(1996--97): 249.
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c hallenging and degrading the most sacred part of my religion .
Other people with whom J have spoken about this book have expressed similar feelings . I wondered why Buerger would profess a
desire to be nonoffensive to hi s audience and then produce a text
that was certain to do just (he opposite. I decided to learn more
about the author and his book in a search for understanding .
Buerger became disaffected from the LDS Church many years
ago and subsequently sold his personal library to a Salt Lake City
bookstore. Buerger also donated a large collection of research
materials to the Special Collections library at the University of
Utah in 1983. 1986, and 1990. A register was produced for the
collection that includes a biography of Buerger and a brief chronology of his life up through 1992. The following information is
digested from those sources so that readers of this review will be
better able to understand the man and the message behind The
Mysteries of Godliness.6
David John Buerger became involved in southern California's
counterculture and antiestablishment movements as a tee nager.
During this period in his life he investigated many religions, in cluding some of a non-C hristian nature. Buerger was converted to
the LOS Church by the time he was eighteen. He "was most
strongly drawn to study of the mysteries-specu lating, for example, on the possible whereabouts of the lost te n tribes" (p. 5).7
He was called to serve as a full-time mi ssionary the next year.
Before he entered the mission field he became aware of the
Adam-God theory and other teachings that he believed were
mysteries. Speculation on these subjects became an essential part
of his personal searc h for sp iritual identity. In fact , he came to
view "doctrinal speculation as an essential component of his own
spiritual quest, a philosophy which was to color his attitude toward
church authorities whe n he began writing for publicat ion" (p. 6).
After Buerger was released as a missionary, his "interest in
controversial subjects ... brought him into contact with various
6
See Karen Carver, "The David J. Buerger Papers: A Register of the Collection," Manuscript Collection (MS 622), Manuscripts Division, Special Collections, University of Utah MarriOIl Library, Salt Lake C ity, Utah, 1994. 10
pages.
7 Page numbers in this seclion refer 10 Carver's biography and chrono logy in ''The David 1. Buerger Papers."
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LOS dissidents and with scholars whose ideas ran counter to the
offi cial doctrine promul gated by the church hierarchy" (p.6).
Before enrolling as a stude nt at Brigham You ng Uni versity, he
ex panded thi s circle of acquaintances . Buerger admitted that he
had a "rebelli ous nature" and that while at BYU "he wrote ex ten·
sively on various aspects of what he saw as Mormon authoritarianism" (p.6). He was eventually called in to meet with his stake
pres ident about a paper he had written on Wilford Woodruff' s
pOlygamy manifesto. At this meeting he was asked to cl arify his
testimony of the church and was also investigated for " poss ible
affiliati on with polygamous splinter groups" (pp. 6-7). After this
meetin g Buerger pu bli shed a paper that was critical of what he
viewed to be the low quality of Bri gham Young Uni versity's
scholarsh ip, which he blamed on the church's conservati ve leaders
(p. 7). "By the ti me Buerger graduated [from BYUJ, he was co nvinced that the church hierarchy was hostile to individual doctrin al
study." He moved away from Utah and was instrumental in startin g a private study group called the Bay Area Colloquium (p. 7),
Another article that Buerger was preparing for publication apparentl y cau ght the attention of the First Presidency of the LOS
Church, and he was asked once again to ex plain his personal religious views to eccles iastical authorities (p. 7). After thi s incident,
Buerger's ties to the church "became increas ingly tenuous. When
he presented hi s paper on the temple endowment ceremony at the
August 1986 Sunstone Symposium, he had to borrow a temple
recommend from a friend to, as he put it, ' markl e me look like a
card-carrying member.' Research became increas ingly difficult
[for him] when he was offic iall y banned from entering the LOS
Church Archi ves and Library in the summer of 1986" (p. 8). By
1987, the year that hi s article on the temple e ndow ment was pub·
Iished in Dialogue, Buerger was losing his interest in Mormon
hi story (p . 8). In 1992 he contacted LOS authorities and requested that hi s name be offic ially removed from the record s of
Ihe church (p. 10).8
8 The dust jacket of Bue rger's book indicates he has publis hed several articles on LOS topics but no mention is made of the fact that he left the LDS
Church two years before The Mysteries of Godliness went to press. 1be remarks
on the dust jacket claim that this book is a "scholarl y examination of the de rivation and developme nt of the temple endowment." Art deHoyos, a Freemason who
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Thi s information not only provides insights, but also raises two
serious questions. First, is Buerger solely responsible for the
book's content? 1 was informed by the bookstore owner who
bought Buerger's personal library that sometime after Buerger
had become disaffected from the church , he gave material from
two of hi s Dialogue articles to Signature Books and granted permission for that material to be used in any manner the publisher
saw fit. An editor then meshed thi s material together into book
form and added information to the text that Wa'i not provided by
Buerger.9 If this is true, who is really responsible for the message
behind this bOOk- Buerger, the editor, or a publication committee? Second, Why would any publisher closely associated with the
Mormon community want to distribute a book with a message that
is blatantly hostile to the restorational foundation of the LDS
Church?1O Considering that The Mysteries of Godliness is now
marketed by some of the most prolific anti-Mormons of all
time, I I I really have to ask myself what category it should be
penned one of the two endorsements on the dust jacket. is sure that the temple
endowment derived from "the adoption and transformation of Masonic ritua!."
Michael Homer. who wrOie the other endorsement. believes that the comparisons Buerger makes between Freemasonry and LOS temple Tites will provide
readers with a basis for "evaluating traditional e)(egesis associated with the subject" (emphasis added). A year after Buerger's book was published Homer tried to
distance himself fro m his own endorsement. argui ng that he did nOi agree with
Buerger's method of comparing the rituals of Mormonism and Freemasonry.
Michael W. Homer. leiter to the editor. Dialogue 28/4 (1995): vi-vii. This is
rather odd, given the fact that Homer himself insists that Joseph Smith 's "starting point was the rituals of Freemasonry" and claims that the Prophet "adopted
and adapted some of its 'superficial' clements:' Homer. "Similarity of Priesthood
in Masonry." 106: see also pp. 108 and III.
9
I have not confirmed the story about the editor's unacknowledged contributions to this book. but ' have noticed something about the third chapter that
may be an indication of ghostwri ting. This chapter is very badly edited, with
over thirty mistakes in capitalization. The mistakes arc of a very specific natu re
and they arc not repeated in any other chapter of the book.
10 Several anicles arc helpfu l in answeri ng this question. See Daniel C.
Pelerson, '"Questions to Legal Answers:' Review of Books on the Book of Mormon 4 (1992): vi i- Iu vi, and also Louis Midgley and Stephen E. Robinson .
reviews of The Word of God, cd. Dan Vogel. Review of Books on. the Book of
Mormon 3 ( 1991 ): 261-311 and 312-18 respectively.
II Buerger's book has recentl y been offered for sale by Jerald and Sandra
Tanner, both in their newsletter and on their website. I take this to mean tha t
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placed in: Mormon. "Jack-Mo rmon, " cu ltural Monnon, or antiMormon?

Reverence fo r the Sacred
Buerger's book is aimed specifically at an LDS audience, but
it reads like an anti-Mormon expose that attempts 10 directly underm ine the restorational message of the church and labels Joseph
Smith a plagiarist and a fraud. 12 This is not reverence for the sacred. 13 Buerger's "revere nce" for the temple is also rather puzZling. In his book he claims that the endowment takes too long
and shou ld therefore be "batch processed" so that time spent in
the temple would be more of "a worshipful experience"
(pp. 17 9~80). Perhaps this attitude ex pl ains why he deliberately
chose to forego any significant treatment in his book of the
"theolog ical significance, spiritual meanings, or sy mbolic dimensions of the endowment" (p. vi i) .
Buerger's lack of understanding about the temple manifests
itself in other ways. At one point he admits that he had to ask
Michael Quinn and Anthony Hutchinson to explain the Mormon
concept of salvalion to him (p. 2). An appeal to these two writers
did not seem to help the situation, however. Buerger c laims at one
point in his book that those who receive the highest blessings of
the temple are "not el igible for the graded degrees of judgment
outl ined in Doctrine and Covenants 76: they [will] be either god s
or devil s" (p. 124). Buerger has apparently not read Doctrine and
Covenants 76:50--70; 131:1-4; 1 32: 1 5~24 . These passages clearly
indicate that those who are exalted to the statu s of "gods" will
reside in the highest glory of the celestial kingdom. The sons of
perdit ion, or "devi ls" as Buerger call s them, are also discussed at
some length in Doctrine and Covenants 76:28-38. Buerger also
find s repugnant the doctrine of making one's calling and election

they approve of its content. Perhaps the Tanners are si mply returning a favo r
since Buerger di rects his readers to eight of their publicatio ns, many of which
deal with the Freemasonry issue (pp. 141, 224--27).
12 Buerger also implies thai Joseph Smith disregarded his own warnings
against papism and priestcraft (p. 124 n. 72).
13 Random House Webster's Dictionary. 1996 ed .. S.Y. "reverence": a
sense of "veneration." or ha vi ng "deep respect tinged with awe."
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sure because in his mind it is an "unconditional" promise of exaltation in the hereafter despite the subsequent sins that one may
commit on the earth. He therefore demands that Latter-day Saints
reject this doctrine (pp. 123-24. 180). Would he also insist that
the apostle Peter do the same (see 2 Peter 1: I O)? It is clear from
his comments that Buerger does not really understand this vitally
important teaching,I4 Reed Durham admitted that his misconceptions about the temple came from a lack of learning. It seems that
David Buerger employed the wrong teachers,l S

Scholarly Objectivity
The dictionary indicates that in order for someone to be
objective, he or she must be neutral, "unbiased," and "not influenced by personal feelings."16 This is certainly a desirable characteristic for any serious scholar, especially when dealing with a
di sputable topic. At the end of The Mysteries of Godliness, however, the reader is presented with a lengthy list of negative feeling s
about temple worship that have been expressed by seve ral unnamed individuals. It is the view of some, contends Buerger, that
the temple ordinances are nonessential , irrelevant, old-fashioned,
unimportant, disappointing. unusual. inconsistent, dull, boring,
irrational, repetitious, uncomfortable. immature. guilt-inducing.
too mechanical, degrading to women, excessively long. akin to
being programmed, incongruent with important elements of religiou s life, and contrary to certain aspects of New Testament
Christianity (pp. 17S. ISO). Buerger does not tell his readers
whether or not he agrees with these strongly biased feelings, but
one suspects that he does because he actively lobbies in his book
to change the temple ceremony and the way that temple matters
are administered (pp. 177. ISO).

14 For a discussion on the doctrine of making one's calli ng and election
sure, including its conditional nature, sec Bruce R. McConkic, DQClrinai New
Testament Commentary (Salt Lake City: Bookcraft. 1973).3:323-53.
15 Buerger acknowledges several individuals who contributed in one way
or another to the creation of his book, including D. Michael Quinn (p. 2),
Anthony A. HUlchinson ( p, 2), Edward H, Ashment (p. 43), and An deHoyos
(pp, 44-46. 56, 203).
16 Random House Webr/er's Dic/iotulry, 1996 ed .. 455.
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Buerger's desire to alter temple worship to align it with hi s
own preferences apparently springs from his personal perception
that time is wasted in the house of the Lord. He reports that in stead of experienc ing the full templ e endowment ceremony, he
wou ld much rather spend his time bei ng instructed "i n theological matters" (p. 180). Ironically, Buerger has failed to realize that
the purpose of the endowment ceremony is to do that very thing.
Buerger makes one other comment that causes me to questi on
his objectiv ity. He pretends to speak on behalf of the general
membership of the church by claiming that "new converts,"
"maturin g youth," and "today's Saints are no longer comfortable with sy mbolism of any sort"; hence they do not fin d the
temple ceremonies appealing (p. 177). No substantiation is offered for this dubious clai m. Buerger never openly admits that he
himself is unco mfo rt able with the symboli sm of the endowment
ceremony, yet the incl usion of IOday 's Saints in hi s statement
makes me wonder how anyone with a strong bias against symbolism could poss ibly be objecti ve about something as symbolic as
temple ceremonies.

Adequate Documentation
Because the majority of Buerger's book consists of quotations
linked by minimal commentary, one would expect to flOd few, if
any. prob lems with documentation . However, chapter 3, entitled
"Joseph Smith's Ritual," includes a number of documentary
problems, among them possible plagiaris m, fabrication, mi sleading statements, perpetuation of myths. outdated information. an d
unsubstanti ated claims.

Possible Plagia rism
Page 76 of The Mysteries of Godliness features an artist's reconstruct ion of a possible arrangement of the endow ment rooms
on the Nauvoo Temple's lOp fl oor. This draw ing appeared earl ier
in All Intimate Chron icle: The Diaries of Wi lliam Clayton, also
published by Signature Books. Both, however, are nearly identical
to a picture that fi rst appeared in a copyrighted BYU Studies
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article,I7 Lisle Brown created. signed and dated the original
drawing. Both Signature Book s and Smith Research Associates,
producer of the William Clayton diaries. fail to credit Lisle Brown
as the originator of the design . In fact, they neglect to list any artist for their respective versions of this drawing . This may constitute plagiarism or even a violation of copyright law. In any case,
adequate documentation is lacking .

Fabrication
The caption under the fiflh picture in the illustrations section
of The Mysteries of Godliness is problematic. The picture shows an
architectural drawing by William Weeks of the Nauvoo Temple 's
weather vane and depicts a horizontal angel . holding a trumpet in
one hand and an open book in the other. A The angel is wearing a
round cap and a long. flowin g robe. According to the caption, the
angel is also wearing slippers. Thi s is simply not true. I have seen
the original drawing in the LDS Church Archives. a nd the angel is
plainly barefoot . If one looks closely enough at the picture in
Buerger's book, one can see the angel's toenails. This example of
"seeing thing s" should alert readers to the possibility that the
author, or others who may have contributed to this book. might be
seeing other things as well . I 8

Misleading Statements
Appendix 2 is labeled "Published Descriptions of the Te mple
Ceremony" (p. 203), a misleading title. First. several items li sted
In thi s appendix have not been published . Second. Buerger has
17 Lisle G. Brown, 'The Sacred Departments for Temple Work in Nauvoo:
The Assembly Room and the Council Chamber;' BYU Srudies 19/3 ( 1979): 369.
18 r also must take exception with the dale assigned to this drawing by the
caption writer- "ca. 1846." The writing above the angel says "for Temple:'
indicati ng that thc sketch was made prior to the construction of the weather vane
itself. Perrigrine Sessions indicated in his diary that the weather vane was attached to the Nauyoo Temple spire on 3 February 1845: "In the morni ng and
cyening of this day there was a flame of fire seen by many to rest dow n upon the
Temple. On thi~ day they raised the vane which is the representation of an angel
in his priestly robes with the Book of Mormon in one hand and a tru mpet in the
other which is overlaid with gold leaf." Perrigrinc Sessions. Th e Diaries of Perrigrine Ses.tiOlls, vol. B (Bountiful. Utah: Carr, 1967), 43-44.
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omitted pro-Mormon sources. No mention is made of the works
of John A. Widtsoe. James E. Talmage. or Boyd K. Packer. Instead. Buerger has pointed his readers almost exclusively to antiMormon exposes by such individuals as John C. Bennett. Fanny
Stenhouse, Ann Eliza Webb, Fawn M. Brodie, Thelma Geer. Bill
Schnoebelen, Jerald and Sandra Tanner, and Ed Decker. But then
who could doubt the veracity of such classic statements as:

The Gates of the Monnon hell opened, exhibiting
the licentious abominations and revellings of the high
priest of the Latter-day Saints Rev. Brigham Young and
his 90 wives; and the vile scenes enacted by the elders
and apostles with their many spiritual concubines in

the secret chambers of the harem, or institution of
cloistered Saints, privately atlached to the temple.
(p.214)

Buerger refers to Orson F. Whitney's History of Utah as one
of the sources containing "Published Descriptions of the Temple
Ceremony." Whitney's book contains no such thing and does not
serve the purpose of Buerger's appendix. He tries to justify its
inclusion by noting that on one single page "Whitney refers to
the Salt Lake Trjbune [temple] exposes and complains that sacred
LDS rituals were 'revealed by apostates'" (p.218). Buerger apparently missed the irony of including this statement in his book.
It would be interesting to see how Elder Whitney would characterize Buerger if he learned that Buerger listed him with outspoken apostates intent on discrediting sacred temple ordinances.
Another misleading statement can be seen on pages 48 and
49, where Buerger asserts that
the History of the Church records [Joseph] Smith in
1835 using Masonic terms to condemn the "abominations" of Protestants and praying that his "well fitted"
comments "may be like a nail in a sure place. driven
by the master of assemblies." Smith's familiarity with
and positive use of Masonic imagery is paradoxical in
light of his anti-secret society rhetoric during the Missouri period.
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Buerger does not bother to direct his audience by way of a footnote to a single source that demonstrates that this is Masonic imagery or terminology. Thi s language actually comes straight from
the King James Bible. In Isaiah 22:23 the Lord says, "I will fasten
him as a nail in a sure place," and in Ecclesiastes 12:11 we read
that the words of the wise are "as nail s fastened by the masters of
assemblies." Buerger seems to believe that "well fitted" is a Masonic term, referring to the ski llful fining together of stones by
stonemasons. Either he has misunderstood plain English or he
deliberately misleads his readers in order to strengthen his argument. This quotation from the History of the Church 2:347 actually reads :

1 had liberty in speaking. Some Presbyterians were
present, as I afterwards learned; and I expect that some
of my sayings sat like a garment that was well fitted, as
I exposed their abominations in the language of the
scriptures; and I pray God that it may be like a nail in a
sure place, driven by the master of assemblies.
Perhaps the most misleading statement in Buerger's book IS
found on page 58. Without any commentary or explanation
Buerger says: "The LDS First Presidency went so far in 1911 as
to refer publicly to the 'Masonic characters [of} the ceremonies of
the temple .'" This partial quotation is clearly meant to imply that
the First Presidency admined that LOS temple ordinances were
pilfered from Freemasonry. But the context of the full quotation
helps to clarify what the First Presidency meant by this commenl.
The full quotation reads: "Because of their Masonic characters
the ceremonies of the temple are sacred and not for the pubIic."19 The term masonic can mean si mply something that is secret. This is precisely the context of the First Presidency's
quotation. 20
19 James R. Clark. ed .• Messages 0/ the First Presidency of the Church 0/
Jesus Christ of wlfer·dclY Saints (Salt Lake City: Bookcraft, 1970),4:250.
20 Webster's Third New Inlernation(li Dir;tiOflllry of the English wnglwge,
S.V. "masonic": "suggestive of or resembling Freemasons or Freemasonry (as in
display of fraternal spirit or secrecy)." Edward Tullidgc also used Masonic as a
descriptive word: "Mormon apostles and elders. with a becoming repugnance and
Masonic reticence quite understandable to members of every Ma~nie order, have
shrank (sic] from a public ex hi bition of the sacred things of their temple."
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Perpetuation of Myths
One indication that Buerger did nol adequately research his
book is that he perpetuates myths, For example, he sustains the
myth that Brigham Young was a Freemason before he joined the
churc h (pp.49-50). Both sets of minutes from the Nauvoo
Edward W. Tullidge, Tullidgl:'s Histarie:; (Salt Lake City: Juvenile InS!ructor,
1889), 2:426, On 19 ~ember 184 1 Joseph Smith publiCly stated that even
though he cou ld keep a secret very well the Lord was not revealing more of his
secrets to the general membership of the church because they did not know when
to refrain from revealing certain things, even to their enemies (Teachings of the
Prophet Joseph Smith, 194-95). It is probably significant that shortly after
these comments were made the Masonic organization was officially established
in Nauvoo and church leaders who joined it taugh t the general membership to
associate Masonry with secrecy; Joseph Smith taught: ''The secret of Masonry is
to keep a secret." Teachings of the Prophet Joseph Smith, 329 (15 October
1843); Brigham You ng: "The main part of Masonry is to keep a secre!." Wilford
Woodruff'S Journal, ed. Scott G. Ke nney (Midvale, Utah: Signature Books,
1985), 5:418, (22 January 1860, spelling standardized). On one occasion
Joseph Smith and other church leaders even admonished the Relief Society
sisters to be "good Masons" by keeping a particular matter secret among them. A
Record of tile Organization and Proceedings of tile Female Relief Society in
Nauvoo. 28 September 1842, records of an epistle read on 30 March 1842. LDS
Church Arc hives, Salt Lake City. Utah. It does not appear. however, that Nauvoo
Mormons joined the Masonic order simply to sharpen thcir skills in secret keeping. Rathe r. as Lorenzo Snow reported, "Joseph the prophet. and others of the
brethren join[edJ the Freemasons in order to obtain innuence in furtherance of
the purposes of the Lord." Sian Larson, ed .. A Ministry of Mee/ings: The Apostolic Diaries of Rudger Clawson (Salt Lake City: Signature Books, 1993), 3 16.
The carly Saints also understood that "Freemasonry is one of the strongest binding contracts that exists between man and man." John Taylor, in Joumo./ of
Discourses, 10:125- 26, I March 1863. BUI instead of fostering a fraternal bond,
some Freemasons not only persecuted Joseph Smith (History of the Church,
5:370) but even participated in his murde r. Times and Seasons 5 (15 July 1844):
585: Woman's Exponent 7 ( I December 1878): 98; Wilford Woodruffs Journal,
5:482-83 (19 August 1860). Once the Saints wcre in Utah, Brigham Young
rejected the idea of furt her affiliatio n with the Masonic society. "The truth is," he
said, "we have gOi to look to the God of Israel to sustain us and not to any institu tion or kingdom or people upon the eanh except the kingdom of God." Wilford
Woodruff's Journal, 5:483 . Or as Matthias Cowley explained it, the "fraternity
sought for in [the Masonic ) organization was superseded by a more perfect fraternity found in the vows and covenants which the endowment in the House of
God afforded members of the Church." Matthias F. Cowley, Wilford Woodruff
(Sa lt Lake City: Bookcraft, 1964), 160.
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Masonic lodge have been publicly available si nce the earl y 19705,
and in note 42 Buerge r indicates that he has read at least one of
them. Somehow he missed out on the fact that Brigham Young
was not initiated as a Mason until 1842.21
Buerger perpetuates another myth when he claims, without
elaborat ion, that "some Masonic influence can be seen in the
[Kirtland] temple's archi tectura l patterns" (p.48). Buerger gets
this idea from Reed Durham's "Widow's Son" lecture. but in his
foot note he fai ls to tell readers exactly where Durham's quotat ion
can be fou nd. 22 None of Reed Durham's transcribed comments
are supported by any references. hut they deserve to be scrutinized nevertheless. Durham made three claims: (1) the pauern of
lay in g and dedicating cornerstones fo r Mormon temples and Ma·
sonic lodges is "sig nificantly simi lar," (2) the placement of presiding offi cers in the east and west ends of Mormon temples and
Mason ic lodges is "sim il ar," and (3) "profess ional architects"
have determ ined that the "class ical and Gothic elements" in the
Kirtland Temple's architecture were directly and un mistakably infl uenced by Freemasonry.23 My brief response to these claims is
21 Mervin B. Hogan, The Founding Minutes of Nauvoo Lodge (Des
Moines, Iowa: Research Lodge No.2, 1971), 14-16: Mervin B. Hogan, The Official Minutes of Nau voo Lodge (Des Moines, Iowa: Researc h Lodge No. 2.
1974). 24-27.
i2 Note 29 on page 48 reads: "Durham, 'The Widow's Son: 15-33. See
also Laurel B. Andrew, The Early Temples of the Mormons: An ArchiteC/IIre of
the Millennial Kingdom in the American West (Albany: SUNY Press, 1978)."
Several problems are apparent here. First, this is a differen t reference for the
Durham material than i. given in note 18 of the same chapter. The reference there
is "Reed C. Durham, Jr., 'I s There No Help for the Widow's Son? .. .' in Mormon
Miscellaneous I (October 1975): 11- 16." It appears that Buerger was either not
very careful with the consistency of his footnotes or note 29 may have been
inserted by someone other than Buerger. Second. neither reference in note 29 is
specific. "15-33" refers to the page numbers in Mervin B. Hogan's tra nscription
of Reed Durham's talk. Hogan' s version was published along with another paper
by the Masonic Research Lodge of Utah on 16 September 1974. Pages 3-12 of
this publication consist of a paper by Jack Ada mson entitled ''The Treasure of the
Widow's Son," while pages 13-14 are introductory comments by Hogan. The
page with Durham's speculations about Masonic influence on the Kirtland
Temple's architecture .hould have been identified as 16. I suppose that Laurel
Andrcw's entire book is so convincing on this point that no specific reference
was dcemed necessary.
23 Durham, ''The Widow's Son," 16.
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( I) the Lord. not the Masons, revealed the ancient pauem for lay·
ing temple cornerstones to Joseph Smith (see D&C 94:6); (2) the
Lord, not the Masons, showed the entire Fi rst Presidency by vision
how to arrange the interior of the Kirtland Templ e, including the
order of the pulpits at each e nd;24 and (3) Freemasons had ab·
so lutely noth ing to do with the creat ion of the "class ical and
Gothic" patterns that were emp loyed throughout the Kirtland
Temple. It is clear that the early Saints copied these particular
patterns straight from the popular architectural manuals of their
day.25

Outdated Information
Readers shou ld remember that Buerger's "book" is reall y
just a conglomerat ion of articles that were published long ago.
Buerger noted in his 1987 Dialogue article on the temple endow.
ment that he did the research for that project back in the late
1970s and early 1980s. Su rprisingly, this same note appeared in
The Mysteries of Godliness in 1994 (p.3). Why should this mat·
ter? Because. at the writing of this review, some of the perspectives
and concl usions in Buerger's "book" are close to twenty years
24 Perhaps in his eagerness to find a paraliel. Dr. Durham overlooked the
fac t that the th ree main officers in Masonic lodges are stationed in the east, west,
and south. No such parallel can be seen inside the Kirtland Temple where twentyfour men sat: twelve in the east and twelve in the west, above and behind each
other in four tie rs. For the general layout of a nineteenth-century Masonic lodge
see the illustration and teJr.t in Jabcz Richardson, Richardson's Monitor of
Freemasonry (Harwood Heights, Ill.: Powner, 1994), 5-6. One Masonic historian believes that the early Freemasons may have borrowed the idea of seating
their officers on platforms from the Christian practice of elevati ng church altars;
see Alex Home. Sources of Masonic Symbolism (Fulton. Missouri: Ovid Bell
Press. 1981 ), 68. This is a possibility. since the two men who are commonly
credi ted with the creation of Masonic ritual were Christian minis ters.
25 For information related directly to thesc three points. see Matthew B.
Brown and P:lul T. Smith, Symbols in Stone: Symbolism on the Early Temples
of the Restoration (American Fork, Utah: Covenant Communications, 1997),
41 -88. See also Elwin C. Robison, The first Mormon Temple: Design, Con·
slruction, cuuI Historic COn/eXl of the Kirtland Temple (Provo, Utah: Brigham
Young University Press, 1997), 59-81. In his careful analysis of the Kirtland
Temple's decorative and architectural design work, Robison makes absolutely no
mention of Masonic influence.
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old . I decided to check the age of the footnot e material found in
chapter 3 because it is the linchpin chapter of the book. I discovered that out of approximately one hundred footnote items in
this chapter, twenty were written in the 1980s and on ly six were
written in the 19905. Of those from the 19905, one is a modern
publication of an 1899 quotation that directly refutes Buerger's
thesis; one is a quotation from a self-publi shed Masonic commentator who insists that any " informed. objective analyst" must admit to a MormonlMasonic rilUai connection; two are dated after he
left the church and may have been inserted by someone other
than Buerger; two are modem publications of quotations from the
18405, and one is a citation within a footnote that has no commentary attached to it at all.
It should al so be noted that, in his chapter on "Joseph Smith's
Ritual," Buerger has confined all mention of mainstream Mormon books and articles that support the ancie nt background o f
Latter-day Saint temple rites to note IS. Even with this concession,
he has only li sted materi als that were publi shed between 1965 a nd
1979. Bue rger never deals directly with the content of these writings. but instead brushes them aside with the "insight" from Ed
Ashment that their content is "at odds with the theologica l structure of the Mormon temple" (p. 43). One of the ite ms so casually
brushed aside was Hugh NibJey's response to Ed Ashment in
hi s article entitled "The Facsimiles of the Book of Abraham"
(p.42)26

Unsubstantiated Claims
Buerger makes several unsubstantiated claims in his book to
support the theory that Joseph S mith plag iari zed Masonic rites. As
this is on ly a book review, I will not attempt to give these cla ims
the full scrutin y they deserve . I hope that the information presented below will be helpful nevertheless .
• The origin of Freemasonry is known. For hundreds of years
Freemasons have been tau ght during their initiation cere monies
that their rites originated at the time of King Solo mon 'S Te mpl e.
It has been determined in modern times that this is j ust a myth
26

Hugh W. Niblcy, "The Facsimi les of thc Book of Abraham," Sunstone

4/5-6 ( December 1979): 49- 5 1.
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"without any historical authority."27 Critics of the LDS Church
have tried to tum this myth into a weapon against the authenticity
of its templ e rites. Buerger, for ex.ample, says that while " Latt er~
day Saints may feel that Masonry const itutes a bibli cal~tim es
source of uncorrupted knowledge from which the temple cere ~
mon y cou ld be drawn" by Joseph Smith, "enlightened" people
know that Freemasonry was actually "a development of the craft
guilds during the construction of the great European cathedrals
during the tenth to seventeenth centuries" (p. 45). Ashment's ver~
sian of this argument is more complete, so I will include it here.
Joseph Smith himself indicated that he restored the an~
cient priesthood "sig ns, tokens, penalties, and key~
words" of Solomon's temple from corrupt. apostate
Masonry. which accounts for several parallels between
the two rituals. Unfortunat ely, the ultimate origin of
masonic ritual is medieval Europe-not the ancient
temple of Solomon, as Free mason ry asserts. Free~
masonry is not old enough to be a corrupt . apostate en~
dow ment from which a modem, in spired restoration
could be made.2 8

27 Horne. King Solomon's Temple. 29-38.
28 Ashment, 'The WS Temple Ceremony," 295. An interesting attitude
has manifested itself among certain writers when it comes to the origins of LDS
temple rites. Buerger. for example, begins his book by noti ng that the lOS
Church officially teaches that the temple ordinances are absolutely essential in
order for anyone to achie~e a fu lness of salvation (p. vii). However, he disregards this teaching and focuses on trying to convince his readers that the endowment is not really divine, but has an earthl y origin (pp . 35-68). He then
ends his book by calling for his audience to reject its ··mysterious transce ndence'· (p. 180). The Toscanos have used a slightly di ffere nt approach by trying
to convince the LOS community that the validity of the temple endowment is
·'unrelated to its historical origins:· '·It doesn·t matter,'· they claim, if Joseph
Smith pilfcred Masonic rites because the ··historical origins of the endowment
are irrelcvant to ils ritual imponance." Toscano and Toscano. Slrangers in Parodox, 279. Michael Homer agrees with this view. "U ltimately." he believes. "the
efficacy of the Mormon temple ceremony does not depend on whether Joseph
Smith adopted or adapted porti ons of the Masonic ritual when he instituted the
endowment." With this kind of an outlook il is little wonde r that Homer has deliberately chosen not to ··address the divine origin of the temple ceremony" in
his writings and would like to discourage the "all-or-nothing" approach to this
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Several things are wrong with these statements. First. the idea
that Freemasonry originated with med ieval European trade guild s

has been discredited for a number of years now. The very best
Masonic historians are still quite baffled about where their organization really came from and anyone who comments on Masonic
origins should not ignore their informed judgment on this issue.
When. Why, and Where did Freemasonry originate?
The re is one answer to these questions: we do not know,
despite all the paper and ink that has been expended in
examining them. Indeed, the issues have been greatl y
clouded by well-meaning but ill-informed Masonic
hi storians the mselves . . . . Whether we sha ll ever discover the true origins of Freemasonry IS open to
question. 29
It remains difficult, even after many years of serious investigation, to determine the true origins of Freemasonry because
Masonic rites and sy mbols were borrowed from diverse ritual systems; even after the systems were combined to form a new initiatory rite. they still went through a lengthy period of mod ificati on.

subject. Homer, "'Similarity of Priesthood in Masonry,'" 3, 113. 1 believe that
Hugh Nibley has an appropriate perspective to be offered in contrast to this line
of reasoning: 'The endowment is either the reall hing or it is nothing. and if it is
real or if 1 accept the probability that it is, 1 cannot compromise in the least degree . ... eternal life is an all-or·nothing proposition:' Hugh W. Nibley. "On th e
Sacred and the Symbolic," in Temples of tile Ancient World: Ritual and Symboli.fm, ed. Donald W. Parry (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book and FARMS. 1994),
571.
29 Hamill, The Craff, 15, 24. John Hamill is librarian and curator of the
United Grand Lodge of England. He is also a membe r of Quatuor Coronati Lodge
No. 2076, whic h is considered to be the premier research organization in all
Freemasonry. Hamill has outlined the myriad theories about Masonic origins in
his book. Two other Masonic historians comment that an "immense amount of
ingenuity has been expended on the exploration of possible origins of Freemasonry, a good deal of which is now fairly generally admitted to have been
wasted. .. Not only has no convincing evidence yet been brought forward to
prove the lineal descent of our Craft from any ancient organization.
[butl it is
excessive ly unlikely that there was any such parentage:· Fred L. Pick and
C. Norman Knight, Tire Pocket History of Freemasonry. rev. ed. ( London:
Muller, 1977), 13.
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There are really two separate issues to be considered-the ongm
of the Masonic organization and its ritual elements.
This brings me to the next point: Joseph Smith never claimed
that he made an "inspired" restoration of the endowment keys
"of Solomon's temple from corrupt, apostate Masonry," This
statement is a fabrication, and I am not surprised that Ashment did
not provide a footnote for it. 30
What Joseph Smith did say. according to several early Saints, is
most instructive. Heber C. Kimball, a Freemason since 1823, was
present when the very first Nauvoo endowment was administered
by the Prophet. A few weeks after receiving his ordinances, he
wrote the following to Parley p, Pratt.
We have received some precious things through the
Prophet on the Priesthood which would cause your soul
to rejoice, I cannot give them to you on paper for they
30 Smith, The Journals oj William Clayton, xxxvii, uses phraseology
that is also misleading on this point: "Mormon leaders have identified the
temple ceremony as a restoration of ancient Masonic rites." Smith does not
identify the Mormon leaders who supposedly said this but I suspect that he is
alluding to statements made by Heber C. Kimball, Brigham Young, and others
that refer to the temple endowment as "true Masonry" or "Celestial Masonry."
For e xample, Heber C. Kimball said: "We have the true Masonry. The Masonry
of today is received from the apostasy which took place in the days of Solomon,
and David,. . but we have Ihe real thing," in Stanley B. Kimball, "Heber C.
Kimball & Family, the Nauvoo Years," BYU Studies 15/4 (1975): 458 (13
November 1858). Matthias Cowley also spoke of "Freemasonry as being a counterfeit of the true masonry of the Lauer-day Saints." Larson, A Ministry oj MeetinKS, 380 (8 January 1902). These descriptive phrases were coined by people
who took Masonic claims of Solomonic origins at face value; see, for example.
Brigham Young's statement in Journal of Discourses, II :327-28. In their minds
"Masonry"' was a synonym for the true temple ordinances practiced during King
Solomon·s reign. Latter-day Saints do not claim that the temple endowment is
Freemasonry restored 10 its pristine Solomonic form, however. Joseph Smith
clearly taught that the endowment is a restoration of sacred ordinances that were
first practiced by Adam; see History oj the Church, 2:309; 4:208; see also Facsimile 2, figure 3, in the Pearl of Great Price. The early Saints believed that even
though the Masonic "institution dales ils origins many centuries back, it is only
a perverted Priesthood stolen from the Temples of the Most High." H. Belnap,
·'A Mysterious Preacher," Juvenile Instructor 21 (15 March 1886): 91 See also
the material in n. 31, which indicates that during the Nauvoo period the temple
or.:!inanccs were refcrred to as "the true origin of Masonry" instead of "true
Masonry.'·
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are not to be written so you must come and get them
for yourself. ... There is a similarity of Priesthood in
Masonry . Brother Joseph says Masonry was taken from
Priesthood but has become degenerated. But many
things are perfect. 31
The only other statement that is said to have come from
Joseph Smith on Ihis subject is that of Benjamin F. Johnson, who
reported:
In lighting him to bed one night he showed me his
garments and explained that they were such as the Lord
made for Adam from skins, and gave me such ideas
pertaining to endowments as he thought proper. He
told me Freemasonry, as at present, was the apostate
endowments, as sectarian religion was the apostate
religion .32
From both of these secondary sources we can ascertain what
Joseph Smith taught concerning Freemasonry- t he ordinances of
the priesthood are the orig ina l pattern from which Freemasonry
derived some of its ritual elements and sy mboli sm, And that leads
us to the next unsubstantiated claim,
• Neither Mormon nor Masonic rites are biblical, According to
Buerger, certain aspects of the LDS temple ceremony "seem at
odds" with New Testament Christianity (p, 178), Other writers are
31 LeUer from Heber C. Kimball 10 Parley p, Pratt, 17 J une J 842. Parley
P. Prall Papers, LDS Church Archives, Sa lt Lake City, Utah, spe lli ng and punctuation standardi7.ed. A partial transcription of this leite r can be found in Kimball, "Heber C. Kimball & Family," 458, Joseph Fielding, who received his e ndow ment from Joseph Smi th on 9 December 1843, recorded the follow ing in his
Nauvoo era journal: "Many have joined the Maso nic institution. This seems to
have been a stepping Slone or preparation for something else, the true origin of
Masonry. This J have also seen and rejoice in it. . . . I have evidence enough that
Joseph is not fallen. I have seen him afler giving. as J before said. the origin of
Masonry." Andrew F. Ehal. "'They Might Have Known That He Was No! a Fallen
Prophct'- The Nauvoo Journal of Joseph Fielding," BYU Studies 19/2 (1979):
t45, 147, spelli ng and punctuation standardized. These remarks may renecl what
the Prophet had personally taught Fielding about the nature of the temple
o rdinances ,
32 Benjamin F. Johnson, My Life's Review ( Independence, Missouri :
Zion's Printing, 1947),96.
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more agg ress ive on thi s point. For instance, Gregory Prince maIntains that the "B ible itself describes the ritual s which bear no resemblance to either Masonic or Latter-day Saint ceremonie s."33
Thi s outlook hardly differs from that of professional antiMormons who claim that "t here is no biblical foundation for the
ceremon ies which Mormons practi ce in their temples ," the "entire ceremony is man -made," and it is "the product of Joseph
Smith' s own fruitful imagi nation combined with his own personal
knowledge of Masonry."34 At least two anti -Mormons have gone
so far as to claim that since the rituals of Freemasonry are pagan
in origin and since Joseph Smith plagiarized the Masonic rituals,
the LDS temple ceremonies must be considered pagan as well. 35
Are the Masonic ceremonies pagan? Albert Mackey, perhaps
the most famous of all Masonic historians, frankly admitted that
Freemasonry has " borrow[ed] its sy mbols from every so urce."36
It has also been acknowledged that, over time, Masonry has
adopted elements from pagan ritual systems. 37 In the early 1700s,
when Masonry was first forming, it had a di stinctly Christian character, The two men credited with creating the original degrees of
Masonic initiation were both Christian ministers who drew thei r
material primarily from ancient Christian docu ments,38 The
33 Prince, Power from on High, 148. This book is catalogued by the Library of Congress under "Mormon Church---Controversial Literature," nOI just
once. but th ree times: see Prince, Power from on High, iv.
34 Jerald and Sandra Tanner, Evolution of the Mormon Temple Ceremony:
1842-/ 990 (Salt Lake City: Utah Lighthouse Ministry, 1990),28,56,58.
35 Ed Decker and Dave Hunt, "Pagan Mysteries Restored," in The God
Makers (Eugene, Oregon: Harvest House, 1984). 11 6-31.
36 Albert G. Mac key, An Encyclopaedia of Freemasonry, rev. ed. ( Philadelphia: Evens, 1887). 99.
37 In 1813 the first concened effort was made to de·Chri stianize the
Masonic ri tes; see Albert G. Mac key, History af Freemasonry (New York:
Masonic History, 1898). 1:137. Around this time pagan elements began to be
introduced into some of Masonry's higher degrees, but scholar Delmar D. Darrah
stresses that these additions have not hing to do with Masonic origins, in His·
lOry and Evolution of Freemasonry (Chicago: Powner. 1979),36.
38 The men responsible for creating the ri tes of Freemasonry and writing
its first "history" were James Anderson, an ordained clergyman from the Anglican Church, and Jean Desaguliers. a Presbyterian minister from Scotland. In recent years the theory that Masonic legends and rituals came out of the Ch ri stian
monasteries of England has received serious consideration; see Cyril N. Batham.
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published accounts of the Masonic rites from the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries demonstrate these rites to have been based
firml y on the Bible. In one of these early texts, I counted about
115 elements in the three main initiation rituals alone that come
straight from the Bible.3 9 It must be remembered, however, that
even though the c reators of Masonic ritual may have " drawn
freely" from biblical texts, they also infused some of that material
w ith "significantly new meanings."40
And what about the temple rites of the Lauer-day Saints? Do
they have a biblical foundation, or are they simply the fraudulent
creation of Joseph Smith? After several years of examining the
available evidence, I am thoroughly conv inced not on ly that the
LOS temple endowment is genui nely ancient, but also that its mam
elements can be clearly seen within biblical texts.4 1
''The Origin of Freemasonry: (A New Theory)," in Ars Qua/uor CoronalOrum 106
(1993): 16-47. One commentator has presented convincing evidence that some
of the dra matic clements of the Masonic rites were borrowed straight from the
Christian mystery plays of the Middle Ages; see N, Barker Cryer, "Drama and
Craft: The Relationship of the Mediaeval Mystery and Other Drama 10 the Practice of Masonry," in Ar.f QI.atuor Corona/arum 87 (1974): 74-95. Brigham
Young, in Journal of Di.fcourses, II :327. said that the Freemasons "were Chri stia ns originally."
39 Richardson, Richardson 's Monilor of Freemasonry, 5-41 .
40 Erie Ward, "In the Beginni ng Was thc Word . .. " in Ars Qllmuor CoranalOrum 83 (1970): 306. Ward admits that Freemasons "cannot in truth claim to
be a continuation of medieval operative masonry" (ibid .. 301). Instead, Frecmasonry was an independent creation by a group of individuals who "adapted
certain simple rites and customs which they gathered from documents of the operative craft of former times and to give an aura of respectable antiquity they
maintained and believed they were merely conti nu ing an unbroken line of
masonic practice and philosophy. .. [S]pcculative Masons have drawn upon
material from former times, from the freestone masons, the Bible and from ancient sources uncon nected wi th either.. .. 8y a long process of refinement, by
adding and discarding, a system has been developed" (ibid., 302).
41 For publications that support Ihis view, see lohn W. Welch and Claire
Foley. "Gammadia on Early 1cwish and Christian Garments." BYU 5wdies 36/3
( 1996-97): 252- 58: William J. Hamblin, '"Temple Motifs in John 17" ( Provo.
Utah: FARMS, 1995). In Temples of Ihe Andenr World. see Nibley. "On the
Sacred and the Symbolic." 535- 62 1; Stephen D. Ricks. "Liturgy and Cosmogony: The Ritual Use of Creation Accounts in the Ancient Near East;' 118-25:
Stephen D. Ricks. "King, Coronation, and Temple: Enthronement Ceremonies
in History." 236-71 ; William 1. Hamblin. ''Temple Mot ifs in Jewish Mysti.
cism;' 440-76; John A. Tvedtnes. "Priestly Clothi ng in Biblc Times."
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649-704; and Stephen D. Ricks. "The Garment of Adam in Jewish, Muslim, and
Christian Tradition," 705-39. In The Allegory of the Olive Tree: The Olive, the
Bible, and Jacob 5, cd. Stephen D. Rieks and John W. Welch (Salt Lake City:
Deseret Book and FARMS, 1994), see Donald W. Parry, "Ritual Anointing with
Olive Oil in Ancient Israelite Re ligion," 262-89; and John A. Tvedtnes, "Olive
Oil: Symbol of the Holy Ghost," 427-59. In Thy People Shall be My People and
Thy God My God (Salt Lake City: Deserct Book, 1994), see Jennifer Clark Lane,
'The Lord Will Redeem His People: 'Adoptive' Covenant and Redemption in the
Old Testament," 49--60; Dana M. Pike, "Seals and Sealing among Ancient and
Lauer-day Israelites," 101-17; J. Lyman Rcdd. "Aaron's Consecration: Its
Nature, Purpose, and Meaning:' 118-35; and Andrew C. Skinner, "Jacob in the
Presence of God," 136-49. Hugh W. Nibley's publications in Temple and
Cosmos (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book and FARMS, 1992) include "Return to the
Temple," 42-90; "Sacred Vestments," 91-138; and "One Eternal Round: The
Hermetic Version," 379-433. See also Daniel C. Peterson and Stephcn D. Ricks,
Offenders/ora Word (Salt Lake City: Aspen Books, 1992), 108-17; Donald W.
Parry, ''Tcmple Worship and a Possible Reference to a Praye r Circle in Psal m
24," BYU Studies 3214 (1992): 57..-.62; Stephen E. Robi nson, 'The Esoteric
Teaching (the Templc)," in Are Mormons Christians? (Salt Lake Ci t y:
Bookcraft, 1991), 96-103; John W. Welch, The Sermon allhe Temple and the
Sermon on [he Mount : A Loller-day Saint Approach (Salt Lake City: Deseret
Book and FARMS, 1990). In By Study and Also by Faith : Essays in Honor of
Hugh W. Niblty, ed. John M. Lundquist and Stephen D. Ricks. vol. I (Salt Lake
City: Deseret Book and FARMS. 1990), see William 1. Hamblin, "Aspects of an
Early Christian Initiation Ritual." 202-2 1: Todd M. Compton, 'The Handclasp
and Embrace as Tokens of Recognition," 611-42; Truman G. Madsen, "Putting
on the Names: A Jewish-Christian Legacy," 458-8 1; Bruce H. Porter and
Stephen D. Ricks, "Names in Antiquity : Old, New, and Hidden," 510--22. See
also Daniel C. Pcterson and Stephen D. Ricks, "Comparing LDS Beliefs with
First.Century Christianity." Ensign (March 1988): 7-11; Hugh W. Nibley, in
Mormonism and Early Christianity (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book and FARMS,
1987), has written ''The Early Christian Prayer Circle," 45-99; "Baptism for the
Dead in Ancient Times." 100-67: and "Christian Envy of the Temple."
391-434. In addition, see Truman G. Madsen. ''The Temple and the Res toration,"
in The Temple in Aruiquity, ed. Truman G. Madsen (Provo, Utah: BYU Religious
Studies Center. 1984), 1-18; Stephen D. Ric ks, "Oaths "nd Oath Taking in the
Old Testament." in A Symposium on the Old Testament (Salt Lake City: LDS
Church Educational System, 1983). 139-42: Blake Ostler, "Clothed Upon: A
Unique Aspect of Christian Antiquity." BYU Studies 2211 (1982): 31-45: Marcus
von Wellnitz, ''The Catholic Liturgy and the Mormon Temple," BYU Studies
2111 ( 1981 ): 3- 35; Hugh W. Nib1ey. Th e Message of the Joseph Smith Papyri:
An Egyptian Endowment (Salt Lake City : Desere! Book, 1975): S. Kent Brown
and C. Wilfred Griggs. ''The 4O-0ay Mi nistry," Ensign (August 1975): 6-11:
S. Kent Brown and C. Wilfred Griggs, ''The Messiah and the Manuscripts,"
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How then should readers react to the " pattern of resemblances" listed by Buerger and others, which seemingly indicates
that Joseph Smith "drew on Masonic rites in sha ping the temple
endowme m" (p. 56)? T hey should turn to page 52 of The Mysteries of Godliness, where Buerger is more fo rthright about th e
nature of these supposed " parall els." There he says only that
"t he Nauvoo e ndowment and its contemporary Masonic ritual
resemble each other so closely that they are sometimes identical"
(emphasis added), Buerger describes these occasionally inc riminating pieces of evidence as "ec hoes," "similarities," " rese mbl ances," "not unlike," "possibl y," and "seeming" (pp. 5556). Even when Buerger tries to strengthen the idea of parallelism
by comparing the texts of Catherine Lewis' s 1848 temple expose
and the 1826 Masonic expose by William Morgan. he can onl y
come up with two di rect matches out of the eight items that he lists
(pp. 53- 55). Thi s exercise is uni mpress ive .
• The ch ronology question. Buerger and othe r critics believe
that the timeline of historical events can be used to demonst rate
that Joseph Smith was a pl agiarist. The reasoning is simple an d
appears 10 be incriminating: Joseph Smith was initi ated as a Freemason in March 1842. After witnessing the Masonic rites several
times, he introduced his own temple ceremony in May 184 2.
Since the Prophet's temple ceremony contain s parallels to Freemasonic rites, he must be guilty of plag iari sm (pp. 51-52).
Michael Homer bolsters this argument by cl aiming that "there is
no direct ev idence that the prophet discussed or revealed the e ndowment to anyone before the Holy Order was initi ated on May 4,
1842." In his view, the "notion that Smith was fami liar with th e
complete endowment before he was in itiated into Freemasonry is
premised on fai th, not facts," It is also his opin ion that "the evidence upon which some Mormon writers have concluded that
Smith 's knowledge of the endowment preceded hi s association
with Freemasonry is ci rcumstantial and inconclus ive."42
Ensign (September 1974): 68---73. Several articles of interest will also appear in
a forthco ming volume on temples to be published by FARMS.
42 Homer, "Similarity of Priesthood in Masonry:' 99- 100. It is important to remember that the "Mormon wri ters" to whom Homer refers-John A.
Widtsoe, B. H. Roberts, Melvin J. Ballard, Ant hony W. Ivins, and E. Cecil
McGavin---did nOi have Ihe same understanding of Masonic histo ry that modern
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scholars do. While Latter-day Saints should recognize the limitations these me n
were under and approach their writings with appropriate caution, critics of the
LDS Church need not suppose that by thrashing these outdated wri tings to pieces
they have inflicted any real damage. Gregory Prince adds a new twist to the
chronological arguments when he clai ms that "the Nauvoo tempLe was designed
like the Kirtland House of the Lord for the simple reason that as late as Apri l
1842 no differences between the Kirt land and Nauvoo endowments were anticipated." But then he softens this statement and argues instead that the dramatic
evolution between the Kirtland and Nauvoo ordinances was "apparently unanticipated." Prince, Power from on High, 132-33. It is fitting that he qualified
his claim since the evidence he presents to sustain it, consisting of a brief
summary of comments made by Hyrum Smith at the church's 6 April 1842
General Conference, is weak. Times and Seasons 3 (15 April 1842): 763. These
comments say only that missionaries would be required to receive "the same
anointing" that was given to the elders in Kirtland so that they too could preach
the gospel with power. The detailed outline of the Nauvoo temple rites in
Doctrine and Covenants 124. dated 19 January 184 1, absol utely obliterates
Prince's contention that no differences were anticipated for the LOS temple
ceremony up through April 1842. Those who read Prince's full argument will see
that an aposlOlic epistle dated 15 November 1841 deals a blow to his theory :
"God requires of his Saints to build Hi m a house wherein His servants may be
instructed, and endowed with power fro m on high, to prepare them to go forth
among the nations, and proc lai m the fu llness of the Gospel for the last ti me....
In this house all the ordinances will be manifest, and many things will be shown
forth, which have been hid from generation to generation." History of the
Church, 4:449. A letter from Joseph Fielding, dated 28 December 1841 and
printed in the Times and Seasons 3 (I January 1R42): 648-49, also indicates that
the Saints an ticipated receiving "the fulness of the priesthood" in the Nauvoo
Temple. Ashment, in 'The illS Temple Ceremony," 291 n. 10, advances a
similar argument: " It is also significant that the original drawings of the Nauvoo
temple did not include an area in which to perform the endowment ceremony,
suggesting that no endowment ceremony was contemplated. Later drawings of
the temple were altered to include a rectangular section in the allic story at the
front where the endowment was to be performed ." This claim cannot be
substantiated since anyone who has seen Wi lliam Weeks's Nauvoo Temple
drawings knows that the first two drafts of the facade show a large semicircular
window in the triangular pediment of the attic story, indicating that the space
was to be used for some purpose. By the third drawing the triangular pediment of
the temple was replaced by a rectangular front, and fi ve small, semicircu lar
windows had replaced the large Single one; see Jay M. Todd, "Nauvoo Temple
Restoration," Improvement Era (October 1968): 15-16. If Ashment had checked
one of the published drawings of the Nauvoo Temple attic, he would have seen
that the rectangular area, consisting of inner and outer courts, was not used for
the purpose of presenting the endowment ceremony.
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In order 10 cover all the chronological bases, critics claim thai
Joseph Smith might have had an extensive knowledge of Masonic
rituals long before he was even initiated as a Freemason. The
problem with this claim is that it offers no hard evidence, only
possibilities: Joseph Smith's father and brother, who became Masons in the early 1800s, may have told him all about Freemasonry
(p.44); early converts who were Masons or anti-Masons might
have provided him with detailed information (pp. 49-50); he
could have read anti-Masonic exposes and become familiar with
Masonic secrets. 43 This theory does not offer one scrap of hard
evidence that would support any of these suppositions. It is clear
to me that Joseph Smith had a rudimentary understandi ng of
Freemasonry before his initiation , otherwise he would have had no
reason to join its ranks. But did he have a detailed knowledge of
its secrets? The available evidence suggests that he did not. First,
every Freemason swears an oath of nondisclosure, agreeing not to
divulge the secrets of the society . A breach of this promise could
bring about the puni shmem and expulsion of the violator.44 Besides the lack of a record of anyone's being ejected from Masonry for prematurely revealing information to the Prophet,
Franklin D. Richards said that "Joseph, the Prophet, was aware
that there were some things about Masonry which had come down
from the beginning and he desired to know what they were, hence

43 Homer. "Similarity of Priesthood in Masonry," 100. John Tvedtnes
has pointed out in conversation with me that if Joseph Smith had somehow
gained a detailed knowledge of Masonic rites prior to 1842 it would have been
counterproductive for him to become a Freemason. He could have avoided casti ng
suspicion on his reputation as a prophet by avoiding any Masonic affiliation
and by making it appear as though the temple ceremony had simply come "out of
the blue:' I would adjthal instead of taking this safe route the Prophet pursued
the one path thaI was sure 10 bring the charge of plagiarism against him. I doubt
thaI a deceiver would take such an obvious risk.
44 The founding minutes of the Nauvoo lodge clearly spell out this rule:
"Should any member disclose to any person other than Ancient York Masons. in
good standing. any of the proceedings or transactions of this lodge. improper to
be made public, he shall be suspended. expelled, or otherwise dealt with, at the
discretion of the lodge." Hogan. Tire Founding Minutes 0/ Nal4VQQ Lodge. 5.
Heber C. Kimball, for one. said: ,,' have been true .. . to my Masonic brethren,"
in iournlll of Discourses. 9: 182.
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the lo d ge."45 This statemen t implies that the Prophet had no
know ledge of Masonic secrets prior to his init iation.
Plenty of ev idence, however, is available that Joseph Smith had
a detailed know ledge of the Nauvoo temple ceremonies long before he introduced them in May 1842 and long before he set foo t
inside a Masonic hall. I have constructed a twenty-one-page timeline from historical sources that supports this conclusion. I cannot
present all the evidence in thi s book review, but I would like to
employ a small portion of it to address one of the recurri ng
chronological fa llacies put fo rward by Joseph Smith 's detractors.
While Josep h Smith was translatin g the book o f Abraham
from Egyptian papyri, he wrote a series of short explanations for
Ihree of the illustrations that acco mpanied his translation. Th e
Prophet noted that in Facs imile 2, fig ures 3 and 7 were related in
some manner to "the grand Key-words of the Holy Pri esth ood"
and "the sign of the Holy Ghost. " When he came to fig ure 8, he
ex plained that this area on the Egyptian draw in g contained
"writi ngs that cannot be revealed unto the world ; but is to be had
in the Holy Temple of God." Buerger does not see how a literal
translation of the Egyptian hieroglyphics in fi gure 8 can possibly
have anything to do with the Nau voo temple ceremony. He rejects
the Prophet's ex planations and believes that Freemasonry is a
more "reasonable" source of acquisition fo r Smith 's endowmen t
element s (pp.43-44 ).46
Other writers have used the Facsimile 2 material to sharpen the
ch ronological argument against Joseph Smith . Facs imile 2 and its
temple-related explanations were first printed in the 15 March
1842 ed ition of the Times and Seasom, the same day that the
Prophet received the fi rst of three Masonic initiation rites. Latterday Saints have tradit ional ly argued that this issue of the newspaper was publ ished during the day while the Prophet's Masonic
45 Larson, A Ministry of Meetings, 42.
46 For studies that offer prelimi nary explanations of the Egyptian hierogly phics in figure 8 of Facsimile 2, see James R. Harris, 'The Book of Abraham
Facsimilcs," in Robert L. Millci and Ke nt P. Jac kson, eds., Studies in Scripture,
Volume 2: The Pearl of Great Price (Salt Lake City: Randall Book, 1985),
277-78: Hugh W. Nibley, ·· Dccorative Hardware with Intricate Meanings," in
Victor 1. Ras mussen. The Manti Temple Cenleli llial: /888- /988 (Provo, Uta h:
Community Press. 1988), 33-34.
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initiation did not occur until that even ing. Thus Joseph Smith
must have had te mple knowledge before he had Masonic knowledge. But critics point out that the 15 March issue of the paper
was not actually published until 19 March, several days after the
Prophet witnessed the Masonic ceremonies. 47
This is where terminology becomes crucial. Critics claim that
the phrases employed by Joseph Smith in the Facsimile 2 explanations are Masonic and that it was not until several days after his
Masonic induction that Joseph Smith "fi rst spoke of 'certain key
words and signs belonging to the priesthood. "'48 These critics
assume the te rms are necessarily "Masoni c," yet it must be remembered that Freemasonry's rites are little more than borrowed
baggage.49 Then what abo ut the supposedly incriminating timing
47 See the entry in Scott O. Kenney, cd., Wilford Woodruffs Journal
(Midvate, Utah: Signature Books, 1983),2:155.
48 Prince, Power f rom on High, 135. The remarks that Prince refers to
were made on 20 March 1842 and are recorded in Wilford Woodmffs Journal.
2: 162: "certain key words and signs belonging to the priesthood which must be
observed in order to obtain the blessings" (spelling and punctuation standard·
ized). Buerger uses the same basic argument but cmploys a different quotation to
make his point. He claims that aftcr the Prophet had witnessed several Masonic
ini tiation cere monies he preached a sermon on I May 1842 that carried "Masonic overtoncs": '11le keys are certain signs and words ... which cannot be
revealed .. . till the Tcmple is complcted" (pp. 5 1-52). Ed Ashmenl argues that
Joseph Smith cither composed his Facsimile 2 explanations on thc vcry day of
his Masonic initiation or perhaps even sometime later. "resulting in thc moot
importanec of Facsimile 2." Ashment, "The LOS Temple Ceremony," 290-91.
49 Masonic passwords came straight from the Bible. A. C. F. Jac kson.
"Masonic Passwords: Their Developmcnt & Use in the Early 18th Century." Ars
QU(lluor Coronalorum 87 (1974): 106-7. 123, 125. 128. 130. Some of Ma·
sonry's ritual gestures were adopted from biblical tcxts. Eric Ward, "In the
Beginning Was the Word . . ." Ars Quuloor Coronaforum 83 (1970): 309: sce
also Colin F. W. Dyer. Symbolism in Craft Freemasonry (London: Lewis
Masonic, 1983),49. It is the opininn of somc historians that Masonry's rilUal
gcstures were derived from a systcm of signs employed by medieval Ch ristian
monks. Mackey, Encyclopaedia of Freemasonry, 715. As far as the Masonic
penalties are concerned. somc "cmincnt brethren of the Fratcrnity insist that the
penalty had its origin in thc manncr in which the lamb was sacrificcd under the
chargc of the Captain of the Temple" in lerusalem. Albert G. Mackey. An Encyclopaedia of Freemasonry. rev. ed. (Chicago: Masonic History. 1925). 2:551 ;
sec also The American Quarterly Review of Freemasonry (New York: Roben
Macoy, 1859).2:269. The Masonic handcla~ps. embrace. and transmittal of an
esoteric word can be traccd back to a story about Noah that is rccordcd in a docu-
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of these incidents? This is precisely the point at which the entire
argument falls apart. On 5 May 184 1 William Appleby paid a visit
to Joseph Smith, who read to him the revelat ion on temple ordinances, now identified as Doctrine and Covenants 124, that was
received 19 January 184 1. After the two men discussed baptism
for the dead, the Prophet got out hi s collect ion of Egyptian papyrus scrolls and, while exhibiting Facsimile 2, explained to Appleby
that part of the drawing was related to "t he Lord revealing the
Grand key words of the Holy Priesthood, to Adam in the garden
of Eden. as also to Seth, Noah. Melchizedek, Abraham, and to all
whom the Priesthood was reveal ed ."SO It is also clear from Doctrine and Covenants 124 that Joseph Smith was well aware of the
main ri tual elements of the Nauvoo endowment ceremony at least
as early as 19 January 1841. This revelation lists the component s
of Nauvoo temple worship:

•
•
•
•

baptism for the dead (D&C 124:39),
washings (D&C 124:39),
anointings (D&C 124:39),
the keys of the Holy Priesthood (D&C 124:34, 95, 97),51

ment called the Graham Manuscript. This document is essentially Christia n in
character, but the original source of the material found within it remains unknown; see Horne, King Solomon's Temple , 336-45. All these ritual elements
can be seen in Richardson, Richardson's Monitor of Freemasonry. 5-4 1.
50 Wi lliam I. Appleby Journal, 5 May 1841, MS 1401 I, LDS Church Archives, Salt Lake City, Utah. Joseph Smith·s knowledge of key words can be
traced at Jeast as far back as 9 March 1841 when he told the Nauvoo Lyceum that
the "great God has a name by whieh he will be called which is Ahman-also in
asking have reference to a personage like Adam, for God made Adam just in his
own image. Now this is a key for you to know how to !15k and obtain." Andrew F.
Ehat and Lyndon W. Cook, eds., The Words of Joseph Smith (Orem, Utah:
Grandin Book, 1991),64, spelling and punctuation standardized.
51 Orson Pratt provided a footnoting system for the Doctrine and Covenants that was included with the book up through 1918. In the footnotes for Doc·
trine and Covenants 124 he indicated that the '·keys" referred to in verses 95 and
97 were "the order of GOO fo r receiving revelations" and "the order, ordained of
God." The Doctrine and Covenant$ of the Church of Jesus Chri$l of Wiler-day
Saim$ (Salt Lake City: The Deseret News, 1918), 441. In his Nauvoo era journal,
George Laub referred to the endowment's ritual elements !15 "keys whereby to
approach our Heavenly Father, signs and tokens," thus clarifying the context of
Doctrine and Covenants 124:95 and 97; "George Laub's Nauvoo Journal," ed.
Eugene England, BYU Studie$ 1812 (1978): 164. capitalization standardized.
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• memorials of Levi tical sacrifices (D&C 124:39),
• solemn assemblies (D&C 124:39),
• oracles, conversations. statutes, and j udgments (D&C
124;39),
• ordinances that have been kept hidden (D&C 124:40-4 1),52
and

• the fulness of the priesthood (D&C 124:28)
Sometimes critics get so desperate to discredit Joseph Smith
that they manufacture evidence in order to win their argument. In
an attempt to demonstrate that the Prophet had extensive knowledge of Freemasonry at the earliest stages of the churc h, critics
cl ai m that the Book of Mormon contains Mason ic language. I n
their minds the presence of such language constitutes proof that
Joseph Smith not onl y knew Masonic terminology all along, but
also that the Book of Mormon was composed by the Prophet and
is not an authentic ancient document. Buerger refers hi s readers to
several writings that support this theory, and he praises Dan
Vogel's article entitled "Mormon ism 's 'A nti-Masonick Bib le'"
as the " best study to date" (p.47 n. 25). Buerger does not tell hi s
readers that Daniel C. Peterson has published a detailed rebuttal o f
this theory. Peterson's article and a follow-up piece were bot h
52 The specific wording used is "things whic h have been kept hid from before the foundation of the world" (D&C 124:41). Ashme nt and Prince interprct
this phrase in ways that will support thei r respective argu ments. Ashment ta kes
it to mean "things that were neve r before known," As hment, 'The illS Temple
Ceremony," 291. Prince sees it in a si milar manner: "A revelation dated 19 Jan.
1841 (DC, LDS, 124) speaks of 'thi ngs which have been kept hid from before
the fou ndation of the world' (v. 4 1). Although this sounds similar to the state·
me nt concerning the 1842 endowment tin History 0/ the Church, 5:2]. the fact
that it reaches/orther back than Adam ('be/ore the foundat ion of the world') and
makes no mention of endowment ~uggests that it did not anticipate a newer vcr·
sion of the Kirtland endowment," Prince. Power from on High, 138. Neither of
these interpretations can be sustained. The HislOry of the Church quotation refe rred to above makes it clear that the Nauvoo endowment was the institution of
"the ancient order of things for the fi rst ti me in these last days." History 0/ the
Church, 5:2, emphasis added. An epistle by the Twelve regarding the Nauvoo
Temple also clarifies the context: " ' n this house all the ordinances will be made
manifest, and many things will be shown forth, which have been /tid from generation to generation." History 0/ the Church, 4:449, emphasis added. The endowment ordinances were also described in a church periodical as "those things
hid up/rom the world." Millennial Star 4 (October 1843): 83, emphasis added.
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published long before The Mysteries oj Godliness went to press,
giving Buerger ample time to include them in his book to demonstrate his professed object ivity on this issue.53
• There was no endowment revelation. Buerger Feels just ified
in his belief that the temple endowment was derived from Freemasonry because Joseph Smith did not "leave a direct statement
of how the endowment ceremony came to be" (p.40). "On so
important and central an ordinance," he laments, " it is unfortunate there is no revelatory document nor any known contemporary reference to a revelation either by [Joseph] Smith or his
associates" (p, 41).
Why didn't the Prophet leave behind "a direct statement" on
the endowment's origins? Buerger answers this very question in
one of his articles but fails to include the answer in his book:
Joseph Smith was on ly able to fmish hi s official history up
through 1838 . Had he lived longer it is entirely possible that he
would have recorded such a statement.
Is there any contemporary reference to an e ndowment revelation by Joseph Smith or his associates? Yes, on 19 January 1841
Joseph Smith recorded a revelation wherein the Lord not only
provided him with a detailed outline of the endowment ceremonies but also promised to show the Prophet "all things" pertaining to the Nauvoo Temple "and the priesthood thereof' (D&C
124:42). Only seven days after Joseph Smith administered the first
Nauvoo endowments, John C. Bennett wrote in a letter that the
Prophet had established an organization called "Order" (clearly
the "Ho ly Order") "by inspiration." He said that there were

53

See Daniel C. Peterson, "Notes on 'Gadianlon Masonry,'" in Stephen

D. Ricks and William 1. Hamblin, eds., Waifare in Ihe Book of Mormon (Salt
Lake City: Deseret Book and FARMS, 1990), 174-224; Daniel C. Peterson ,

'''Secret Combinations' Revisited:' iOUrMi of Book of Mormon SlUdies 111
( 1992): 184-88. For further readings on Free masonry from an LOS perspective,
see William J. Hamblin, Daniel C. Peterson, and George L. Mitton, "Mormon in
the Fiery Furnace Or, Lofles Tryk Goes to Cambridge," review of The Refiner 's
Fire: The Making of Mormon Cosmology, by John L. Brooke, Review of Books
on the Book of Mormon 612 ( 1994): 52-58; Kenneth W. Godfrey, "Freemasonry
in Nauvoo," and "Freemasonry and the Temple," both in Encyclopedia of
Mormonism. 2:527-29.
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"many curious things" associated with this group,54 That same
year Bennett published a book against the church in which he
claimed thal "Jolseph Smith] pretends that God has revealed to
him the real Master's word which is ... [part of the] 'restoration
of the ancient order of things. "'55 In a near-contemporary
record. which is related to this statement, William Clayton said of
the Prophet. "He also spoke concerning key words. The g[randJ
key word was the first word Adam spoke and is a word of supplicat ion . He found the word by the Urim and Thummim."56
Several later statements indicate that the endowment was restored through revelatory means. In 1845 Parley P. Pratt explained that Joseph Smith had given the Quorum of the Twelve" a
pattern in all things pertaining to the sanctuary and the endow·
ment therein" and cited the Prophet as saying that these things
were "according to the heavenly vision, and the pattern shown me
from heaven."57 On another occasion Pratt asked: "Who in·
structed [Joseph Smith] in the mysteries of the Kingdom, and
in all things pertaining to Priesthood, law, philosophy, sac red architecture. ordinances, sealings, anointings, baptisms for the dead,
and in the mysterie.s of the first, second, and third heavens, man y
of which are unlawful to utter? Angels and spi rits from the eternal
worJds."58 Elizabeth A. Whitney was convinced that an angel
"committed these precious things into {the] keeping" of Joseph

54 John C. Bennetl, letter dated II May 1842. Sangatno lounwl (Springfield, Illinois). 8 July 1842.
55 John C. Bennett. Hislory of lire Sainls (Boston: Leland & Whitney,
1842), 275-76, emphasiS added. Another anti-Mormon. John H. Beadle. said
that "Joseph Smith out-Masoned Solomon himself and declared Ihat God had
revealed to him a great key-word. which had been lost, and that he would lead
Masonry to far higher degrees. and not long after their charter was revoked by
the Grand Lodge . .. . ITJhe Mormons are pleased \0 have the outside world connect [the temple endowment and Masonic ritesj and convey the impression that
[the temple endowment) is Celestial Masonry." John H. Beadle. The Mysteries
of Mormonism (Philadelphia: National PubliShing, 1878). 409. Freemasons are
taught in their initiation ceremonies that certain elements of their ritual have
been losl "and that certain substituted secrets were adopted 'unlil time or circumstance should restore the former,''' Hamill, The Crafl, 15-16.
56 Smith. The Journals of William Clayton, 133-34.
57 Millennia/ 5wr 5 (March 1845): 151. statement made I January 1845.
58 Parley P. Pratt. in journal of Discourses, 2:44 (6 April 1853).
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S mith ,"S9 Eliza Munson likewise claimed that an angel showed
Joseph Smith the pattern for the clothing that was to be worn
during the e ndowment. 60 Brigham Young's son indicated that his
59 Elizabeth A. Whitney, "A Leaf from an Autobiography," Woman's Expontnl 7 ( 15 December 1878); 105. The theme of angelic delivery of endowment
knowledge also shows up in earl y non-Mormon sources. One source says that the
temple "ritual, it was explained, was revealed by an angel. and the Prophet onl y
joined the lodge to see to what extent it had degenerated from its Solomonic purity." George B. Arbaugh, RevdDtion in Mormonism: Its Character & Changing
Forms (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1932), 160. Another source repons: ··It is stoutly maintained that the priesthood is necessary to the being, as
well as the perfection of a church .... (WJe are infonned [that the priesthood hasl
working signs. and that Masonry was origi nally of the church. and one of its
favored institu tions, to advance the members in their spiritual functions. It had
become perverted from ils designs. and was restored to its true work by Joseph
[Smith). who gave again, by angeliC assistance, the key-words of the several
degrees that had been lost; and when he entered the lodges of Illinois, he could
work right ahead of the most promoted; for which, through envy. the Nauvoo
lodge was excommunicated." John W. Gunnison. The Mormons, or I..,cltter-day
Sain ts. ill the Valley of the Great Salt Lake (Philadelphia: Lippincott & Grambo.
1852), 57, 59-60. Richard F. Bunon, like Gunnison. said that the Saints
"declare that . . mason ry is, like the Christian faith , founded upon truth. and
originally of the eternal church, but falle n away and far gone in error." He
likewise repeats the idea that an "angel of the Lord brought to Mr. Joseph Sm ith
the lost key. words of several degrees." Bunon, The City of 'he Saints (New
York: Harper and Brothers, 1862), )50--51.
60 "It was while they were Jiving in Nauvoo that the Prophet came to my
grandmother. who was a seamSlress by trade. and told her that he had seen the
angel Moroni with the garments on. and asked her to assist him in cutting out
the garments": cited in H. Doni Peterson, Moroni : Ancient Prophet, Modern
Messenger (Bountiful. Utah: tlorizon. 1983). 165. Three historical items may
lend credence to this report. First, the William Weeks architectural drawing for
the Nauvoo Temple's weather vane depicts a horizontal angel dressed in temple
clothing and holdi ng a Book of Mormon. This angel is commonly thought to
represenl Moroni. Second, according to a repon. in 1830 the angel Moroni appeared to Oti ver Granger and prophesied: "A ti me will come when the Saints wilt
wear garments made without scams." Thi s is an obvious reference to the te mple
clothing of ancient Israel. Augusta J. Crocheron, Representative Women of De·
stW (Salt Lake City: Graham, 1884), 24; see Exodus 28: 3 1-32. And third.
Esther Johnson, sister of Benjamin F. Johnson, related a story that is very similar to the one given above. "The Prophet calted a meeting of the saints at Nauvoo
and told them an angel had visited him and instructed him to have them wear the
garments of the Holy Priesthood, a sample of which the angel showed him, ex plained .!l lthe features pertaining to il. and told him it must be worn all through
life; and that it would be a protection to them against physical and spiritual
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father taught "that after their arrival in Nauvoo the Lord revealed
to the Prophet Joseph Smith in a meeting held in the Prophe t's
brick store, the present endowment as subsequently administered
in the Nauvoo Temple."61
Some accounts concerning the origins of the endowment are
tied directly to the subject of Freemasonry . For instance, Charles
Charvatt, who knew the Prophet in Nauvoo, is reported to have
said that "there were some signs and tokens with their meanings
and signifi cance which we [Freemasons} did not have. Joseph restored them and ex plained them to u s. "62 And of course, this
significant statement by Franklin D. Richards provides further
explanation:

Joseph, the Prophet, was aware that there were some
things about Masonry which had come down from the
beginning and he desired to know what they were,
hence the lodge. The Masons admitted some keys of
knowledge appertaining to Masonry were lost. Joseph
inquired of the Lord concerning the matter and He revealed to the Prophet true Masonry, as we have it in o ur
temp les. Owing to the superior knowledge Joseph received, the Masons became jealous and cut off the
Mormon lodge.63

dangers if they were faithful to the covenants they made with the Lord. Accordingly Joseph had a garment made after the exact pattern the angel showed him,
and took it to the meeting. held it up before the people and explained to them all
that the angel told him to do. He then instructed them to go home and make their
garments and begin to wear them." MS d 4057, fd 2, LDS ChUrch Archives, Salt
Lake City, Utah.
6 1 Letter of Brigham Young Jr. to George F. Richards. 18 Jul y 1922, LOS
Church Archives, Salt Lake City, Utah.
62 Manuscrjpt of Samul!l C. Yaung , LDS Church Archives, Sail Lake City,
Utah. James Cum mings, who was present during Joseph Smith's first Masoni c
initiation ritual. ancl was again in the lodge with the Pro phet on at least one
other occasion, is rcported to have said that "the Prophet explained many t hi ngs
about the riles that even Masons do not pretend 10 understand but which he made
most clear and beautiful." Horace H. Cummings, "True Stories from My Journal,"
Juvenjle in:;tructor 6418 (August 1929): 441.
63 Larson. A Mini:;try of Meetjllg:;, 42.
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Altogether this evidence points to the conclusion that a divine
revelation that restored the temple endowment ceremonies was
indeed given to Joseph Smith. It should not be too surprising that
a document recording this event has not surfaced, considering that
Joseph Smith instructed Heber C. Kimball that these sacred rites
were "not to be written."

Conclusion
The Mysteries of Godliness purports to be "a history of Mormon temple worship" and promises to treat its subject with reverence. show regard for the sensibilities of the faithful, provide adequate documentation, and be objective in its scholarship. In all
these categories it comes up short. Readers are only provided with
a partial. albeit interesting, set of historical documents with a
minimal amount of commentary arranged in a manner that will
support the author's contentions. Therefore its conclusions cannot
be taken as the final word on this important subject.
Faithful Latter-day Saints will likely find this book offensive
because of the direct assault it makes on the doctrinal teachings of
the LDS Church and on the character of its founding prophet.
They will probably wonder why members of their own faith would
want to promote traditional anti-Mormon points of view among
them. And perhaps they will be reminded of a prophecy uttered
long ago that warned of wolves entering in among the flock (see
Acls 20:29-30).

